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Linnea’s Lights® Announces *New* MacIntosh and Fig Leaf Scents
for Autumn
In a celebration of apple picking, freshly made cider, rides on the hay-wagon, and the crunch of fallen leaves beneath your feet, Linnea’s
Lights has created two Fall scents ~ MacIntosh Apple and Fig Leaf. Now, choose between the crisp snap of MacIntosh, the fresh, herbal
scent of Pumpkin, or herbaceous Fig leaf to delicately aromatize your home this fall. Or, allow all three candles to whisk you away to an
Autumn daydream.

MacIntosh Apple
Inspired by a stroll through the apple orchard, this fresh, bright new scent captures the crisp clean aroma of a just-picked MacIntosh
apple. The subtly sweet scent has inviting citrus top notes for the perfect aromatic balance.

Pumpkin
The fragrant garden aroma of pumpkin is surprisingly refreshing. With a light thyme overtone, you won’t know the difference between
an autumn stroll and a freshly lit Pumpkin candle!

Fig Leaf
The comforting aroma of sweet figs coupled with bright lemon top notes in a base of Amber and sensual Sandalwood, makes this the
perfect fall aroma. Sophisticated yet simple, this candle is the perfect scent for snuggling in at home.

Linnea's Lights® candles combine natural soy wax, lead-free cotton candle-wicks, pure essences and fine fragrances to create clean
burning, perfectly scented and highly aromatic candles. Each candle is triple scented so the subtle fragrance keeps throughout the entire
burn.
All of Linnea's Lights® expertly handcrafted candles are meticulously hand-poured in small batches and tested for quality. Each
signature double wicked glass candle provides over 60 hours of illumination and is mindfully packaged in recycled materials, printed with
soy inks and hand stamped. Personalize if you wish, and matchboxes are always included!
Available August through end of October
Each 9 oz. candle is $29.
www.LinneasLights.com

